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With his party he had not been so successful despite the fact
that he possessed the qualities of the leader of a gang in quite
as high a degree as those of the leader of a modern movement.
There were not a few members of the gang who took the pro-
gramme very seriously, much more seriously than Hitler, whose
contempt for the written word—despite the verbosity of Mein
Kampf—approaches monomania; and the Leader had a difficult
course to steer between those who believed in revolution and to
whom the catchwords and emblems of the movement were as
essential as the Palladium and as worthy of veneration as the
Graal, and those who like himself saw nothing essential but
success and venerated nothing except power.
The official party, now approaching the two hundred thousand
mark, was still in a state of disunity; it had achieved neither
common aims nor a common dogma, and to a very great extent
Hitler had not been able to achieve discipline. His most awkward
colleagues were the survivors of the "Freikorps" who persisted
each in running his own district according to his own ideas and
often in opposition to the central authority. Once the decision
had been taken to add a movement to the party, a big corps of
organizers and leaders was necessary, much bigger than the limited
resources of headquarters could supply. Hitler had been forced,
therefore, to accept as local leaders the chiefs of local associations
and local parties who had no mind to sink either their ambitions
or their views in the National Socialist party and who were all,
even if only in a local sense, rivals for power. Between 1928 and
1930 there had been a series of crises, ending invariably in the
expulsion or submission of the rebels, and with the expulsion
or reduction to subordinate rank of the majority of the ex-officers
who had founded patriotic associations in succession to the
"Freikorps." The worst battle had been in Berlin where the local
association had thrown off all allegiance and been reduced to
submission only at the cost of serious loss in membership, which,
however, was soon restored and increased by the efforts of Josef
Goebbels who as leader for Berlin not only succeeded in creating
a strong local party but in establishing himself in a position of
such power in the national party as involved the exercise of a

